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Osmotrophic microorganisms feed by secret­
ing extracellular depolymerizing enzymes 
into the environment to degrade complex 
polymers, such as cellulose, lignin and 
proteins, and by transporting the resulting 
simple, monomeric sugars and amino acids 
into their own cells. Fungi, oomycetes and 
many bacteria feed by osmotrophy, and in 
using this trophic mechanism, these organ­
isms have become the principal degraders 
of biomass in most terrestrial ecosystems, as 
well as important pathogens of plants and 
animals. One of the most important conse­
quences of osmotrophy is the participation 
of microorganisms in both competitive 
and cooperative public goods interactions, 
because the food sources of these organ­
isms reside outside the cells even as these 
foods are being processed, and are therefore 
available to others. In this Opinion article, 
we focus primarily on microbial eukaryotes 
and propose that genes encoding proteins 
associated with osmotrophy have been 
important in the evolutionary ecology and 
public goods interactions of these micro­
organisms. We also present evidence that 
horizontal gene transfer (HGT) has had a 
major role in reconfiguring osmotrophic 
functions in fungi and oomycetes. These 
results are part of a growing body of evi­
dence which suggests that diverse evolution­
ary mechanisms operating on genomes have 
shaped social interactions across a range of 
microorganisms1–5.
Osmotrophic eukaryotic microorganisms
The largest group of osmotrophic eukary­
otic microorganisms, in terms of biodiver­
sity, is the kingdom Fungi. According to 
the fossil record, fungi colonized the ter­
restrial environ ment more than 400 million 
years ago, in close association with early 
land plants6–9. Extant fungi occupy diverse 
ecosystems and undertake a wide variety 
of interactions, ranging from highly mutu­
alistic symbioses to devastating diseases of 
both animals and plants10. Fungi are diverse 
in terms of species complexity11–17, gene 
repertoire and biochemical capabilities18–24, 
and form a range of cell types, including 
uni cellular yeasts, motile flagellated zoo­
spores and polarized multicellular hyphae. 
They also form specialized feeding struc­
tures, such as appressoria (FIG. 1a), haustoria 
and rhizoid structures (FIG. 1b), which can go 
on to form complex tissues within multi­
cellular fruiting bodies12. It is clear that 
early in the diversification of fungi, the 
ability to carry out phagocytosis — a mode 
of feeding that generates private goods — 
was lost, and the overwhelming majority 
of extant fungi are instead dependent on 
osmotrophy13, a process that generates both 
public and club goods.
Osmotrophy has proved to be a success­
ful feeding strategy for fungi in particular, 
and has allowed them to colonize diverse 
heterogeneous terrestrial environments 
where nutrients are plentiful but largely 
inaccessible to most competitors because 
they take the form of complex biological 
molecules such as cellulose and lignin (for 
example, within leaf litter or soil) or the cel­
lulose­ and protein­rich tissues of plant and 
animal hosts, respectively. As a consequence, 
fungi have evolved to become important 
decomposers of biomass in most terres­
trial ecosystems25. Obligate osmotrophy is, 
however, not unique to fungi. Many bacteria, 
for instance, feed in an analogous man­
ner, and other eukaryotic groups, such as 
hypho chytriomycetes (FIG. 1c) and oomycetes 
(FIG. 1d) (sometimes collectively termed the 
pseudofungi26), also feed osmotrophically 
and adopt filamentous growth habits, allow­
ing invasive growth in heterogeneous sub­
strates. Importantly, these eukaryotes also 
lost the ability to carry out phagotrophy and 
became obligately osmotrophic26,27.
Osmotrophy has a number of distinct 
advantages as a feeding strategy. External 
digestion of large and complex polymers 
allows greater control over substances that 
are allowed to enter a cell (FIG. 2a), thus 
minimizing potential routes of infection and 
intake of harmful substances. Furthermore, 
osmotrophy allows greater fidelity in nutri­
ent acquisition, such that the repertoire of 
digestive enzymes and uptake transporters 
expressed by an osmotrophic species can 
be altered to match a particular need, like 
the colonization of a new substrate28–30. 
However, osmotrophy also carries some 
disadvantages or risks, such as the utilization 
of secreted enzymes by competitors within a 
community and the loss of derived nutrient 
sources to neighbouring microorganisms 
(FIG. 2b,c) or by diffusion30–32. An important 
consequence of osmotrophy is therefore 
that microorganisms which use this trophic 
mechanism must engage in producing, 
protecting and acquiring public goods33,34. 
Thus, osmotrophy­associated genes pre­
dominantly encode secreted depolymerizing 
enzymes and cognate transporter proteins 
(FIG. 2), as well as genes associated with toxin 
production or detoxification. Toxin produc­
tion can be used by osmotrophs to exclude 
competitors, thereby protecting public goods 
from being used by others (for examples, see 
REFS 35,36). The acquisition or reconfigura­
tion of these traits is likely to be favourable, 
as both allow microorganisms to colonize 
new environments and/or make use of addi­
tional metabolites, but also equip microor­
ganisms with new capabilities with which to 
engage in social competition (for example, 
stealing bacterial siderophores30).
Osmotrophs and public goods interactions
As discussed above, the production of 
osmotrophic phenotypes represents a cost 
to the individual, because a fraction of the 
protein produced or food digested might be 
lost to competitors32,34. As a result, selection 
will tend to favour individuals that stop or 
minimize their production of public goods 
but still make use of public goods manu­
factured by others. Cooperative behaviour 
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can therefore give way to the emergence of 
cheats within a population34,37. It is generally 
assumed that functions are maximized if 
there is extensive cooperation (sometimes 
referred to as a ‘conspiracy of doves’), but in 
some populations, a mixture of cooperators 
and cheats can be optimal38 — although even 
in these cases, cheats and cooperators are 
still in conflict. As a consequence of such 
conflict, it is important that osmotrophs 
acquire nutrients rapidly, thereby making 
public goods inaccessible to others, or that 
the organisms protect released food sources 
by excluding competitors from the local 
environment. Adaptation to these pressures 
can take the form of utilization of high­
affinity nutrient transporters39–43, modifica­
tion of the public goods produced so that 
they can be acquired by only a subset of the 
microbial community3,44, or (as mentioned 
above) exclusion of competitors by toxin 
production35,36.
Although some metabolites generated 
by extracellular digestion are likely to be 
universally accessible (glucose or phosphate, 
for instance), others can be available to only 
a subset of the population (club goods) 
— those organisms that possess a compat­
ible uptake system (a cognate transporter 
protein) to take up the nutrient (FIG. 2b,c). 
In this way, possession of a cognate trans­
porter might be restricted to individuals of 
the same species or clonal group, providing 
one mechanism for kin selection. However, 
possession of the cognate transporter by an 
organism of the same species that does not 
cooperate by helping to produce the public 
goods, or by a member of a different species 
that does not contribute to generation of 
the public goods, would allow such cheats 
to proliferate in the population (FIG. 2c). 
Acquiring transporters would therefore be 
predicted to be a means by which an indi­
vidual could cheat within a population of 
osmotrophs.
Similarly, the secretion of enzymes that 
generate public goods also determines 
which microorganisms provide the ‘work’ 
within a population (FIG. 2b,c). For example, 
the secretion of invertase by Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae is an osmotrophic phenotype and 
a popular model for investigating public 
goods interactions31,32. Invertase catalyses 
the hydrolysis of sucrose to liberate fructose 
and glucose outside the cell31, where a suite 
of hexose transporters are then utilized to 
recover extracellular sugars29,41,45. This osmo­
trophic process can result in the loss (into 
the environment) of up to 99% of the mono­
saccharides produced by invertase activity31 
(but see REF. 46 for a scenario suggesting 
that this 99% is not all lost). The production 
of extracellular enzymes such as invertase 
clearly carries a cost to the organism, and it 
is therefore likely that selection favours indi­
viduals which have lost their invertase activity 
but still survive as cheats in a population of 
invertase secretors (a scenario analogous to 
that set out in the Black Queen hypothesis1). 
Alternatively, acquisition of activities such 
as invertase production might confer on 
a microbial lineage the ability to colonize 
new environments and utilize previously 
untapped food sources. Complex patterns of 
gain and loss of the genes encoding secreted 
depolymerizing enzymes and cognate nutri­
ent uptake transporters are thus likely to 
occur within osmotrophic lineages. It is 
therefore clear to see how a process such as 
HGT might provide a means for such traits 
to rapidly move within a population of  
different species.
Osmotrophic and social evolution
There have been considerable advances 
in our understanding of social inter­
actions in microbial systems (for reviews, 
see REFS 33,34). These interactions have 
been interpreted mainly using classic 
social evolution theory as set out by W. D. 
Hamilton34,47,48, which posits that individu­
als gain inclusive fitness through improving 
the reproductive success of closely related 
individuals of the same species. Hamilton’s 
rule therefore predicts that higher levels of 
public goods interactions will occur when 
individuals are within the same species 
group and closely related. The kin selection 
hypothesis for public goods interactions 
has received support from experimental 
manipulations of populations of the bacte­
rial pathogen Pseudomonas aeruginosa, for 
instance, demonstrating that higher levels of 
siderophore production (a public goods trait 
for iron acquisition) evolve in communities 
with higher genetic relatedness49. However, it 
is worth noting that the spatial distribution of 
these interactions and the relative density of 
microbial communities are important factors 
for understanding the fate of both cheats and 
cooperators46,49–52. This is because the spatial 
distribution of a species is connected to the 
likelihood that related individuals will be in 
close proximity to each other and will there­
fore benefit from public goods produced by 
Figure 1 | The osmotrophic lifestyle in eukaryotic microorganisms. a | Scanning electron micro-
graph (SEM) of Magnaporthe oryzae, showing appressoria, which are specialized structures for the 
invasion of plant tissue. b | Light micrograph of sporangia and rhizoid structures of Pseudorhizidium 
endosporangiatum (isolate JEL 221)106. c | SEM of a fraction of a clonal multicellular assembly (or myce-
lium) of the pseudofungus Hyphochytrium catenoides, showing hyphal growth and interconnections. 
d | SEM of Phytophthora infestans attacking the leaf surface of a host plant. Scale bars represent 10 μm. 
Part b image courtesy of J. Longcore, University of Maine, USA; part d image courtesy of S. Kamoun, 
The Sainsbury Laboratory, UK.
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their neighbouring kin. Microorganisms that 
make clonal patches (for example, fungi that 
develop hyphal networks or yeast colonies) 
produce situations in which the proximity 
of kin can favour public goods­producing 
behaviours46,50. However, there is evidence 
that this is not a simple rule: low levels of dis­
tribution (high viscosity) can increase local 
competition between relatives of the same 
species, meaning that intermediate dispersal 
(intermediate viscosity) might in many cases 
produce optimal situations for the evolu­
tion of public goods traits53–55. Consistent 
with this idea, artificial alterations in spatial 
structure among mycorrhizal fungi has been 
shown to favour cooperative fungal species56.
In these cases, kin selection operates 
within species, family or clonal groups, but 
the term ‘relatedness’ in these contexts often 
refers to whether the interacting microor­
ganisms share compatible alleles for public 
goods traits, rather than average genome 
similarity, although generally the two are 
likely to be correlated unless HGT or differ­
ential gene loss1,2 has played a part. We note, 
however, that the species concept is difficult 
to apply to many microbial groups, includ­
ing many fungi, that reproduce by asexual 
means and for which ‘species groups’ can 
contain considerable diversity in terms 
of sequence variation, morphology and 
genome content57–59. This makes the concept 
of kin selection equally difficult to apply to 
these microorganisms, and ideas like spe­
cies, genetic relatedness and kin selection 
are therefore fluid in many microbial groups 
and are dependent on the distribution of 
certain genes rather than on patterns of 
vertical or familial ancestry (that is, true 
relatedness).
Figure 2 | Competitors and collaborators in 
an osmotrophic ecosystem. a | A schematic 
polarized cell showing adaptation to an osmo-
trophic function. The close-up shows a view of 
this polarized cell in the process of degradative 
enzyme secretion (step 1), breakdown or diges-
tion of complex molecules in the extracellular 
environment (step 2) and selective transport of 
broken-down metabolites back into the cell 
(step 3). These are the key functions associated 
with osmotrophic feeding. b | Two cells collabo-
rating, with each cell producing a different set of 
enzymes that release different club goods from 
which both cells can profit because both possess 
cognate transporter proteins. c | A situation in 
which one cell (right) is doing the work to make 
public goods available, whereas both cells are 
making use of the public goods because they 
possess the cognate transporter. The cell on the 
left could be described as a defector, or even a 
cheat.
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Cooperation without relatedness
Public goods interactions are difficult to 
explain in systems for which genetic related­
ness is low, such as communities composed 
of many different species, or situations in 
which there is no kin discrimination. Many 
community interactions involving osmo­
trophic microorganisms such as fungi and 
pseudofungi fall into this category, as these 
organisms are often found in hetero geneous 
communities16,17,25 such as those in soil and 
leaf litter.
Given the high heterogeneity of these 
communities, it is also important to consider 
alternative mechanisms that can support 
cooperative behaviours, such as those that 
enhance public goods production. These 
mechanisms can include reciprocal coop­
erative behaviour60,61, or punishment of 
cheats62,63. As these features require repeated 
interactions or stable microbial popula­
tions, public goods production is therefore, 
theoretically, sustainable only in stable 
microbial communities composed of closely 
related individuals (such as family groups 
or individuals of the same species), which 
is true for certain microbial ecosystems, 
like hyphal networks, yeast colonies46,50 
and biofilms, but less so for the communi­
ties in more heterogeneous environments. 
Furthermore, repeated interactions with 
reciprocal cooperative behaviour60,61 or 
punishment (sanction) of cheats62,63 are 
interactions that are generally more relevant 
for animals, although there are examples of 
both in non­animal systems. For example, 
manipulations of myco rrhizal symbiosis 
have demonstrated reciprocal cooperative 
behaviours as the plant amends the contri­
bution of fixed carbon and the arbuscular 
mycorrhizal fungus amends the production 
of phosphate, thereby rewarding partners 
that make ‘better’ contributions to mutual­
ism64. Punishment of cheats is evident in 
plant–rhizobium mutualisms, in which 
bacteria that do not produce fixed nitrogen 
for their plant partners have been shown to 
have reduced reproductive success, poten­
tially because of reduced oxygen supply 
from the plant host65. In this case, reduced 
oxygen supply represents a sanction or a 
punishment.
However, some theoretical work sug­
gests that cooperation can arise when the 
“population density depends on the average 
population payoff ” (REF. 66). For example, 
voluntary participation can be an important 
factor for driving public goods interactions, 
producing cooperative behaviour without 
spatial population structures and between 
groups of different species or subspecies67–70. 
In this scenario, the production of public 
goods is dependent on a fixed or threshold 
number of cooperators. In such social dilem­
mas, each individual in a community would 
rather avoid the cost of volunteering alone 
and will seek to exploit public goods pro­
duced by others. However, if a threshold of 
participants is not reached, public goods are 
not produced, and every individual in the 
community then pays a cost that is higher 
than that of volunteering (the so­called 
‘volunteer’s dilemma’ (REFS 67,69)). This 
key feature of the volunteer’s dilemma cor­
responds well with osmotrophic functions 
because in many cases a threshold level 
of enzyme secretion (work) is required to 
sustainably digest a complex food source, 
implying that a certain level of participa­
tion or a certain number of participants is a 
prerequisite. A good example of this would 
be the fungal degradation of wood, which 
requires threshold levels of heterogeneous 
populations of both lignin­degrading white 
rot fungi and cellulose­degrading brown rot 
fungi to facilitate breakdown71,72.
The volunteer’s dilemma should therefore 
maintain cheats at a low relative frequency 
in natural heterogeneous communities66, 
and such a pattern is indeed consistent with 
observations from one study, in which it was 
found that 12% of S. cerevisiae and 10% of 
Saccharomyces paradoxus yeast cells sampled 
from natural and industrial environments 
do not cooperate by secreting invertase, 
suggesting that invertase cheats are main­
tained at a low relative frequency in these 
heterogeneous populations73. The volunteer’s 
dilemma might therefore be significant in 
explaining how osmotrophs, such as fungi 
and pseudofungi, engage in public goods 
production in the heterogeneous microbial 
communities in which they live.
In reality, however, natural communities 
are complex and dynamic, so it is unlikely 
that one factor alone (be it kin selection, 
community density, repeated interactions, 
reciprocal cooperation, punishment or 
the volunteer’s dilemma) is the continu­
ous driver of public goods interactions. It 
is therefore difficult to weigh the relative 
importance of these factors, and a dynamic 
mixture of multiple factors should be con­
sidered as potential drivers of public goods 
interactions in osmotrophic communities.
Glossary
Appressoria
Specialized infection cells that are used by 
plant-pathogenic fungi to penetrate the host plant surface 
using mechanical force and/or enzymatic action to breach 
the cuticle.
Cheats
Individuals within a community that do not carry out 
cooperative behaviours (or that minimize their cooperation) 
but derive benefit from the work of others.
Club goods
Public goods that are accessible to select individuals only 
(‘members of the club’) in the community.
Cooperators
Individuals that provide benefit to others.
Haustoria
Specialized fungal feeding structures that are commonly 
produced by biotrophic fungi and occupy living plant cells 
by invagination of the plant plasma membrane.
Horizontal gene transfer
The transfer of genetic material between genomes (for 
example, across species boundaries). Also called lateral 
gene transfer.
Hyphae
Cells of a filamentous morphotype, sometimes forming 
branching structures; this morphotype exists for fungi and 
some other microorganisms. The development of this 
cellular morphology is governed by the cytoskeleton, with 
growth and trophic activity directed to the hyphal tip.
Inclusive fitness
The result of individual behaviours on the reproductive 
output of others, weighted by relatedness.
Kin selection
Selection that favours traits because of their beneficial 
effects on the fitness of relatives.
Osmotrophic microorganisms
Microorganisms that take up digested or dissolved 
nutrients by osmosis, often facilitated by transporter 
proteins to allow molecules to cross the cell membrane.
Phagotrophy
A process governed by the cytoskeleton and involving 
membrane and cytoplasmic manipulation to engulf large 
particles or other cells for nutrition.
Private goods
Biological or chemical resources that are produced by an 
individual and can be used only by that individual.
Public goods
Biological or chemical resources that are produced by an 
individual in a community and can be used by all other 
individuals in the community.
Relatedness
A measure of genetic or genomic similarity.
Rhizoid structures
‘Hair-like’ protruberances of eukaryotic cells that maximize 
the interface between the cell surface and the 
environment.
Siderophores
Small-molecule iron-chelating compounds that are 
secreted by microorganisms.
Spiteful behaviour
Behaviour that is costly to both the producer and the 
recipient.
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HGT can drive public goods interactions
HGT has been proposed to provide a means 
by which microorganisms can rapidly gain 
new biological functions74–77. A recent, but 
steadily growing, body of data suggests that 
HGT has had a minor role in terms of total 
gene numbers within microbial eukaryotes, 
but a much more important role in terms of 
phenotypic change in the evolution of osmo­
trophic microorganisms74–76,78. An interesting 
hypothesis has also emerged regarding the 
role of HGT in determining public goods 
interactions in populations of pathogenic 
bacteria5. Using a mathematical model, it 
has been predicted that selection can favour 
HGT­mediated reintroduction of public 
goods­encoding genes into cheats5. 
Further evidence is provided by a 
study that focused on genes encoding 
secreted and outer­membrane proteins in 
21 Escherichia spp., and looked at the role 
of HGT in relation to public goods inter­
actions4. These proteins might be significant 
in public goods interactions because they 
allow different substrates to be utilized, 
act as effectors to subvert host immune 
responses and protect the wider microbial 
community, or contribute to the manufac­
ture of biofilms4. Interestingly, genes encod­
ing only 3% of the secreted proteins and 6% 
of the outer­membrane proteins were repre­
sented in the core Escherichia spp. genome 
(defined in REF. 4 as gene families conserved 
in all 21 bacterial genomes analysed). By 
contrast, genes encoding inner­membrane, 
periplasmic space and cytoplasmic proteins 
are represented within the core genome 
at much higher proportions (~24%; 
P < 0.0001). This result is consistent with 
genes encoding extracellular proteins being 
frequently lost and acquired by HGT, there­
fore driving the potential spread of public 
goods traits within the wider population4,5. 
However, such traits are also likely to be 
under differing patterns of selection because 
of their importance for host interactions, 
resulting in a range of distinct selection pres­
sures that is likely to drive high rates of gene 
variation, loss, acquisition and replacement.
In this example, additional biological 
mechanisms are also important for ensur­
ing transfer and maintenance of public goods 
traits. This study demonstrates that the 
mobile genetic elements responsible for 
the transfer of genes associated with public 
goods traits can enforce cooperative traits by 
creating ‘cellular addiction’ processes such as 
toxin–antitoxin and restriction–modification 
systems4. In this way, cheats within a popu­
lation can be converted into faithful pub­
lic goods producers4;the newly acquired 
phenotypes are unlikely to be lost, because 
maintenance of the selfish genetic element 
enforces the public goods trait4,79. When 
considered together, these studies show how 
HGT can lead to the evolution of coopera­
tive pheno types within microorganisms4, 
and how HGT can ‘short­circuit’ patterns of 
kin selection because of the transfer of com­
patible cooperative traits between different 
species.
Following on from these studies, we 
predict that HGT provides one means by 
which the spread of public goods traits is 
facilitated in fungal and oomycete popula­
tions. However, comparatively little research 
has looked at HGT of genes that encode 
transporter proteins from the perspective 
of public goods interactions, for example. 
HGT of transporter­encoding genes is likely 
to be advantageous for microorganisms that 
reside in environments where osmotrophy 
is common, because these genes encode the 
mechanism by which microorganisms can 
benefit from the availability of previously 
inaccessible public goods. The acquisition of 
new transporter functions by HGT would, 
for instance, be predicted to confer a strong 
selective advantage and lead to the evolu­
tion of new cheats in a population (FIG. 2c). 
Consistent with this idea, we have identified 
numerous published examples of trans­
porter­encoding genes that seem to have 
been transferred between microbial species 
by HGT39,40,80–85. Key examples include the 
transfer of genes encoding high­affinity 
nitrate transporters40,86, ammonium trans­
porters87 and fructose transporters88 into 
and between fungi, and the transfer of genes 
encoding sugar and purine or pyrimidine 
transporters from fungi to oomycetes80,89.
HGT has shaped public goods interactions
There are two important factors that can 
influence the frequency of successfully 
transferring a gene function by HGT. The 
first factor is whether the gene can be tran­
scribed and translated in a foreign cell, and 
whether the protein product can fit into 
the functional network of that cell. The 
second factor is whether the gene acquisi­
tion then provides a selective advantage 
that leads to maintenance (fixation) of the 
gene within the recipient species. The first 
consideration suggests that HGT will occur 
at a higher frequency for ‘operational’ genes, 
which encode housekeeping functions or 
individual enzymes, than for ‘informational’ 
genes, which are involved in transcription, 
translation and signal transduction. This is 
because informational genes encode proteins 
that are typically members of large, complex 
multiprotein systems. This prediction has 
therefore been referred to as the complexity 
hypothesis90. According to this hypothesis, it 
is less likely that HGT of informational genes 
will introduce novel biological functions90,91 
which confer a clear selective advantage 
to a recipient, and it is also less likely that 
an HGT­acquired informational protein 
will fit into the functional networks of the 
recipient cell owing to the requirement for 
specific interactions with multiple foreign 
proteins90,91. It has recently been shown, 
however, that the key factor determining 
the frequency of HGT is not the biological 
function of a gene family, but rather the con­
nectivity of the encoded proteins, in terms of 
protein–protein interactions91.
We were interested in investigating 
whether genes involved in the production 
and acquisition of public goods by osmo­
trophic microorganisms also have low levels 
of protein–protein interaction connectiv­
ity, suggesting that they therefore have a 
greater propensity for HGT. We focused on 
the S. cerevisiae S288c genome, for which 
a large proportion of gene products have 
protein interaction data available from two­
hybrid screens92, gene deletion studies93 and 
a collated database of physical and genetic 
interactions94,95, and we investigated those 
genes (n = 5,084) that have been classified 
as operational or informational, or that are 
previously identified HGT candidates76. We 
also classified osmotrophy­associated genes 
encoding transporter proteins and secreted 
enzymes (FIG. 3). We are aware that analysis 
of such a data set does not represent a com­
prehensive analysis of protein interactions, 
but the yeast protein–protein interaction 
studies represent the most developed data 
sets currently available. Interestingly, these 
data suggest that the connectivity is com­
paratively low for proteins encoded by the 
previously identified HGT candidates76 and 
for osmotrophy­associated gene products, 
consistent with the hypothesis that osmotro­
phy­associated genes are likely to be success­
ful HGT candidates for trait acquisition.
Next, we collated all published examples 
of fungal76,87 and oomycete89,96 genes that 
were acquired by HGT and encode secreted 
depolymerizing enzymes (Supplementary 
information S1 (table)) and transporter 
proteins (Supplementary information S2 
(table)). These lists are derived from a larger 
collated list of previously published and 
revalidated HGT studies in fungi (a total of 
323 genes76,87), recent studies focusing on 
HGT of fructose transporter genes88 and 
ammonium transporter genes87 into fungi 
(ten and two transfers, respectively), and 
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individual studies of HGT into oomycetes 
(a further 35 genes89,96), giving 370 genes in 
total. Genes encoding 28 secreted enzymes 
and 24 metabolite uptake transporters were 
identified among the HGT candidates, 
providing evidence that HGT has played a 
part in the evolution of osmotrophy and of 
public goods interactions in these groups of 
microorganisms. It is not possible to state 
with certainty that HGT has made a signifi­
cant contribution to the total repertoire of 
osmotrophy­related gene functions, without 
functional analyses of the complete pro­
teome and more comprehensive evolution­
ary analyses. Such analyses would be further 
complicated because sometimes the relation­
ship between a single gene and a new pheno­
type is not completely straightforward. For 
example, acquisition of a metabolite uptake 
transporter can compensate for previous loss 
of an entire biosynthetic pathway, as repeat­
edly seen for folate biosynthesis and salvage 
(for instance, see REF. 97). However, puta­
tive functional annotation of the genes we 
identified (Supplementary information S1,S2 
(tables)) demonstrates that HGT candidates 
include genes which would significantly 
expand the nutrient resources available to 
osmotrophic microorganisms, suggesting 
that the acquisition of these genes would be 
selectively advantageous, as predicted by the 
models illustrated in FIG. 2b,c.
Many of the HGT acquisitions listed in 
Supplementary information S1,S2 (tables) 
are therefore likely to be retained by selec­
tion primarily because they equip the 
recipient species with new metabolic capa­
bilities. For example, HGT acquisitions that 
enable oomycetes to breakdown cutin96 or 
other structural components of plant cell 
walls89 might have provided new mecha­
nisms for these microorganisms to invade 
their plant hosts. However, these enzymes 
also release nutrients at the leaf surface as 
public goods, thereby affecting microbial 
interactions within the phylloplane com­
munity. Therefore, although selection for a 
horizontally transferred gene might not be 
driven by public goods interactions initially, 
these genes nevertheless influence such 
interactions.
Does HGT shape additional relevant traits?
A key prerequisite for any organism 
involved in public goods interactions is the 
capacity to colonize the environment in 
which particular public goods are located. 
Hamilton suggested that evolution will 
act to drive diversification so that strate­
gies evolve to exclude cheats and favour 
kin47,48. Social theory therefore predicts 
that when social interactions over public 
goods are asymmetrical — a situation in 
which one player produces public goods 
but has no information to control which 
organisms benefit from those goods — an 
interaction can be sustained if there is a 
cost to a secondary agent entering the envi­
ronment69. If the rewards and the costs to 
each contributor are optimized appropri­
ately, only preferred agents can enter such 
interactions, so that potential mutualistic 
symbionts or kin are favoured, depending 
on their own capabilities. The principal 
contributor can therefore control which 
organisms can engage in an interaction or 
an environment69.
The use of anti­competitor strategies, 
such as the secretion of toxins, is a policing 
action that seems to be common among 
microorganisms35,36 and is also an example 
of a public goods interaction because it is 
a costly behaviour that harms competi­
tors37. Such ‘spiteful behaviour’ results in the 
exclusion of competitors, but only if the 
spiteful organisms have the capability to 
resist their own spiteful behaviour (for 
example, detoxification or tolerance to 
toxins)35,98. Interestingly, in microorgan­
isms, multiple social traits can be expressed 
simul taneously99,100 so that public goods 
production is often combined with spiteful 
actions such as toxin production35. Many 
fungal and bacterial species, for example, 
produce a large diversity of toxins and an 
array of secondary metabolites18,101, many of 
which have no currently known function. 
Toxins can be used to attack host organisms 
(by pathogens), to resist predation or to 
control microorganisms that are competitors 
in the environment101,102. Toxin production 
can therefore be seen as a key strategy in 
the protection of public goods by allowing 
mutualistic symbionts or kin to prolifer­
ate and excluding cheats or competitors 
in an ecosystem where public goods are 
available101.
On the basis of this idea, we investigated 
whether HGT has played a part in recon­
figuring the fungal repertoire of toxins and 
detoxifying secondary metabolites. There are 
27 published examples of phylogenetic data 
demonstrating HGT events for the transfer 
of toxin and detoxifying genes into fungal 
genomes76 (Supplementary information S3 
(table)) and one additional example identi­
fied using genome content comparisons103 
(making 28 in total). Interestingly, of the 
ten examples of published HGT events 
between fungi76,103, four of the events trans­
ferred whole toxin–detoxification gene 
clusters104,105. Furthermore, because many of 
these 28 HGT events involve gene clusters, 
these events led to the transfer of a total  
of 69 individual genes from the above­ 
Figure 3 | Comparison of protein–protein interaction conmplexity between horizontally 
transferred genes and osmotrophic genes in the Saccharomyces cerevisiae S288c 
genome. Horizontal gene transfer (HGT) events moving genes into the yeast genome have occurred 
for genes encoding proteins with low levels of connectivity (that is, protein–protein interactions) (blue). 
Genes classified as functioning in osmotrophic phenotypes, encoding either secreted proteins that 
function in public goods production or transporter proteins that function in the uptake of public goods 
(both red), also have a low interaction complexity. This is consistent with such gene classes undergoing 
HGT. For comparison, we also detail the interaction complexity of the yeast genome as a whole, using 
the available interaction data. Following the classification used in the original complexity hypothesis90, 
we also show the interaction complexity for proteins encoded by operational90, informational90 and 
unclassified genes. The data are derived from REF. 95. To show the range of complexity, the median 
and quartile ranges are shown for each category.
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mentioned list of 323 published gene  
transfers into fungal genomes76.
Arguably, the best example of an HGT 
of this kind is the transfer of the 23­gene 
sterigmato cystin cluster (which is important 
in the manufacture of the toxin sterigmato­
cystin, related to the carcinogenic aflatoxins) 
from the Aspergillus clade to Podospora  
anserina105, a fungus that often shares the 
same environment as Aspergillus spp. This 
acquisition might have allowed P. anserina to 
gain an advantage in excluding other com­
petitors from the environment and allowed 
its cohabitation with Aspergillus spp.105. HGT­
mediated acquisitions of genes involved in 
detoxification metabolic pathways might also 
aid cheats to subvert kin selection mecha­
nisms and gain entry to an osmotrophic 
environ ment where public goods are avail­
able. In addition, the requirement for fungi to 
engage in competition over public goods must 
therefore have been a factor in the diversifica­
tion of fungal secondary metabolism18,23,101, 
consistent with the proposal by Hamilton 
that selection will act to drive diversification 
of systems that control access to cooperative 
benefits, such as public goods47,48.
Conclusions
Osmotrophic microorganisms engage in 
public goods interactions as a product of 
their mechanism of feeding. Therefore, 
the acquisition of secreted depolymer­
izing enzymes, transporter proteins and 
metabolic pathways associated with toxin 
biogenesis and detoxification is likely to have 
been pivotal in the diversification of osmo­
trophic microorganisms. Consequently, the 
acquisition of such traits by HGT is likely 
to have been under strong selective pres­
sure, as it allows recipients to spread to new 
environments and utilize new food sources. 
A review of published reports of HGT can­
didates demonstrates that genes encoding 
secreted enzymes (28 HGT events or genes), 
transporters (24 HGT events or genes) and 
toxin biosynthesis systems (28 HGT events 
transferring a total of 69 genes) have all 
been subjected to HGT into osmotrophic 
eukaryotic microorganisms, such as fungi 
and oomycetes (see Supplementary informa­
tion S1–S3 (tables) and REFS 87,88). This 
group of 121 HGT candidates predicted to 
function in osmotrophic and public goods 
phenotypes represents more than 32% of 
the 370 collated HGTs into fungi76,87,88 and 
oomycetes89,96. We therefore propose that 
HGT has played a part in the generation, 
protection and acquisition of public goods 
by osmotrophic eukaryotes. This hypothesis 
and the observations reported here fit into a 
growing body of work1–5 which links mecha­
nisms that drive genome variation with the 
evolution of social traits in microorganisms1.
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